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Introduction
Over the past year, we have all been witness to the COVID 19 pandemic and
the resultant significant limitations imposed by countries on travel, mobility
and in-person interactions through stringent social distancing. This has had a
widespread impact across individuals, businesses (small and large), banks and
other participants in the economy.
For businesses and banks that were more used to conducting their
interactions predominantly through intense in-person meetings, the lockdown
meant rapidly adapting to remote working and leveraging digital technologies
to drive their business communications.
Commercial banking customers often expect their Relationship Managers
(RMs) to be well informed about their businesses, bring in new insights and be
more consultative in designing products and solutions that best answer their
financing requirements. In this post-pandemic environment, the challenge for
the RM is even greater, particularly in the SME and commercial banking
segments where the RM typically manages upwards of 40 to 50 clients in their
portfolio. Combine this with the administrative and operational activities
within the banks, the RMs often spend less than 50% of their quality time
interacting with their clients.
Banks have been somewhat justifiably guilty of not fully extracting the value
from the vast repository of customer and transaction data to better
understand their customers, generate rich analytics, and drive an insights-led
engagement. The advancements in disruptive technologies, such as artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), offer a very real opportunity to
extract value from the data and add significant value to RM’s customer
engagements.
In this POV, we look at the changing landscape in commercial banking, as well
as evolving customer and RM expectations. We also introduce ADVISOR, our
unique AI-based solution that offers an ‘Intelligent Co-Piloting” for holistic
monitoring of customer behavior across all dimensions. Finally, we outline the
4-step journey that we take to ensure success for our own customers.
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A Changing Landscape
Even before the pandemic struck at the start of 2020, digital transformation in
the commercial banking domain has been on top of the agenda for most banks,
driven by a desire to deliver better customer experience, improve operational
efficiency, better leverage data, and compete against the nimble and disruptive
new entrants.
Rapidly evolving customer expectations

Commercial banking customers have very demanding expectations from their bank and
their RM – moving from a purely transactional relationship to an advisory and
consultative relationship, backed by great products and transaction execution
capabilities. The difficult economic environment has underlined their need for advice
from their bankers on the right choices of financial assistance as they look to survive,
secure and grow their business.
Equally, gaining a better understanding of customers is critical for the banks to ensure
better risk assessment and credit decisions when navigating through the current
environment.
Table 1. Commercial banking customer and RM key expectations

Customer expectation: “I’m
looking for my bank to…”

RM expectation: “I would like to be able to…”
•

“Tailor every offering to suit my
current business priorities and needs”

“Provide me with benchmarking
insights against my peer group and
tell me how I can do better than my
peers”

•

Standardize products with the best execution at the
lowest cost.
Provide bespoke solutions where appropriate to my
clients i.e. “a segment of one” and contextualize the
advice.

•

Understand where my customers sit within their peergroup, both within the bank and their industry sector,
so I can better advise them.

“Enable self-service capabilities while
being available to provide advice and
support to my teams”

•

Have intuitive client insights (behavioral patterns,
transaction trends, product usage and media
sentiment) and help with proactive intervention
recommendations.

“Be my ‘Beyond Banking’ service
provider and growth partner”

•

Identify customer growth needs through proactive
monitoring and performance insights and offer
solutions.

“Be my strategic advisor as I look to
grow my business and help me
realize my business objectives”

•

Have a closer engagement with my customer and be a
source of proactive ideas, advisory services and
advanced customer insights.
Source : Infosys Research
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New Entrants and Fintechs

Starling bank expects
to expand 4 times its
SME portfolio and to
hold 18% of the UK’s
SME market in the
next five years,
assisted by technology
as key to reaching this
goal.1

There are number of new entrants and fintech start-ups
that are competing for SMEs that are currently the
customers of established banks.
New entrants are promising a more insightful
engagement by leveraging customer and transaction
data, proposing tailored products, and using advanced
digital capabilities to provide a superior engagement
experience – coupled with easier onboarding and faster
decision and execution.

Constraints of the legacy infrastructure
The established banks continue to be hampered by their
extant legacy infrastructure, making it more challenging
to leverage advanced digital capabilities to respond to
the customer requirements:
• Limited
digital
engagement
capabilities:
Commercial banking has been built on in-person
relationships, often developed over many years.
Digital transformation in commercial banking had
been slow until COVID-19 made in-person
relationships impossible, and has provided the much
needed impetus to accelerate the transformation.
• Data silos and limited real-time data insight:
Commercial banks are incredibly data rich
organizations, but have not been very effective in
harnessing their customer data into rich / real-time
insights to get better customer understanding, and
using that to tailor products and services. Data is held
in silos across the bank, with varying levels of data
quality, and there is enormous effort needed to
leverage that data.
• Legacy systems: While fintechs may have developed
cutting-edge, digitally enabled platforms, large
corporate banks are frequently burdened with
outdated legacy backend systems, which is an
impediment for rapid digitalization of services. The
customer, transaction, product and risk data are
dispersed across the landscape with complex point to
point integrations.

Source : Business Insider: Why nailing customer retention will be Starling’s key to its
sky-high UK small biz market share goals.
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Introducing ADVISOR
An intelligent co-piloting tool enabling commercial banking RMs to
enhance customer engagement.
ADVISOR is an AI-based solution from Infosys Consulting that acts as an
“intelligent co-pilot” to relationship managers and frontline commercial bankers
by providing them with enriched customer insights that help to facilitate more
focused customer conversations and deeper engagement.
Who is this solution best suited for?

The solution leverages
over 80 different data
parameters available
both internally within
the bank as well as
externally in the public
domain.

This solution is designed for frontline commercial
banking staff such as portfolio managers (managing an
average of 30+ clients), relationship directors and
commercial banking P/L owners. The solution can also
be extended to enable self service to the SME segment,
by rendering insights on self service channels.

What does the solution entail?
The solution brings together advanced data science
techniques applied on rich customer data to help create
clear segmentation of the portfolio, identifying targeted
insights and calls to action for each customer within the
portfolio.
Our Voice of Customer survey and internal research
revealed that RMs spend far too much time identifying
and prioritizing customers who need additional
attention. This is exacerbated in times where there is
little to no in-person interaction with relationship
advisers. Its also important to identify customers who
have gradual decline in engagement as these are the
most difficult group to re-engage.
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Portfolio dashboards with segmentation across
intervention categories
The tool (Figure 1) looks at an RM’s portfolio holistically
and creates intervention clusters based on:
• Performers and growing companies who can benefit
from up-selling.
• Steady companies that need encouragement and
monitoring.
• Dis-engaged customers with a propensity to
withdraw.

Performers who
need to be
encouraged

Dis-engaged
customers
needing
intervention

Figure 1. Portfolio dashboards with segmentation across intervention categories

Advanced diagnostic of client engagement
parameters – define and deliver tailored
recommendations
Client engagement needs to be measured across a
number of factors to effectively identify adverse
behavior. Our tool is built on over 80 different data
parameters across transactional behavior, product and
channel usage, 360 degree customer communication
views and external media sentiment.
This is further enhanced by considering time variances,
peer group benchmarking, and industry skews to ensure
greater accuracy in the classification. The tool thus
enables RM’s to create a targeted interventions for
customers.
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Historical, current and projected customer
trajectory
It is important to monitor performance over extended
periods, including build predictive modelling to
determine the trajectory of customers. This is a powerful
feature to help RM’s take definitive action, especially for
customers who are showing gradual but steady decline
in their engagement.
We continually monitor our machine learning models by
adjusting thresholds and data features, and creating
propensity models that also look at projecting future
trends for each customer. This is part of our continuous
improvement/continuous development (CI/CD)
program.

Empowered RM’s - Flexible storyboards for
tailored customer conversations
The hallmark of a relationship advisory tool is offering
flexibility to its users to create tailored conversations
based on each customer context.
Our tool not only provides a diagnostic of engagement
parameters, it also allows RM’s to cherry pick topics in
preparation for their next interaction. Research has
shown that this improves RM productivity by up to 20%,
particularly in the portfolio managed segments.
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What is under the hood?
ADVISOR is designed to be
agnostic to CRM platforms or
core solutions offered within a
bank and is deployed as a
lightweight intelligence layer
that can operate on both on
premise or cloud hosted data.
The solution acts as an
extension of existing CRM
tools with little disruption to
existing systems.

• Data features combined various internal and external
data such as transactions, product usage, customer
communications, media sentiment leading to a
models that leverage over 80 data attributes.
• Predictive models are utilized, including deep
learning, to understand customer behavior and
categorize and prioritize customers (e.g. risk for
churn, disengaged, or opportunities to upsell).
• Customer vectors are created at the start. Customer
vectors locate customers in a space (loyal, indifferent
and at-risk-to-leave) depending on a business logic,
helping to easily spot factors that affect leaving
decisions in advance.
• Models take into account the RM’s effort to acquire
and retain customers, and cross-reference it with the
value that those customers bring, developing
strategic actions for the RM to retain customers,
maximizing the effort and value.
• Advice is offered to RMs on products and services
recommendations based on propensity scoring and
clustering models.
• We have a strong program to monitor ML, drift to
continually focus on model tuning, optimizing
propensity scores, prediction models, classification
models, and recommendation engine.
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… And a more detailed view of the supporting
data science
We start simple, using:

• Exhaustive searching, e.g. a minimax/alpha-beta or
selective search
• Statistical sampling, e.g. a Monte-Carlo tree search

• Evolutionary algorithms
Then we bring more artillery if the data is more complex
or large:
• Neural networks probability calculation tied to
minimization of cross-entropy or reinforcement
learning like alpha zero; i.e. start with a neural
network, followed by penalty/reward function
embedded in a Monte Carlo tree search algorithm.
• We call this method Conic
Multidimensional Tree: COSHMER

Search

Horizon

Tangible impact to revenue growth
and operational efficiency metrics
• Increase revenue: Personalize recommendations for
product and services, ensuring optimum product
penetration and additional upselling opportunities.
• Enhance
customer
experience:
Personalize
recommendations with “just in time” advice delivered
through the most efficient delivery channel.
• Reduce customer churn: Create proactive outreach
plans and prevent churn. Working with other clients,
we saw that harnessing the power of data can reduce
customer churn by 10%.
• Improve operational efficiencies: Improve process
efficiencies and productivity based on intelligent
prioritization and personalized recommendations for
customers. Internal research shows that data
empowered RMs can easily prioritize the most
important and most relevant interventions, leading to
an increase in efficiency of 15-20%.
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A Roadmap to Intelligent Co-Piloting

Every commercial banking journey will be unique, depending on its data and
analytics maturity, as well as vision and strategy. When working with clients, we
typically take a 4-step journey to creating an intelligent co-pilot with ADVISOR.
Figure 2. 4-Step Journey
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Step 4

SCALE

Step 3

Business Value

AI POC

Step 2

REALIZATION
ROADMAP
Step 1

Productionize
and scaled
implementation

Review and
adjust model
and develop POC

ASSESSMENT

Low

Business needs
and data
assessment

4 weeks

Develop usecase roadmap,
and business
case

6 weeks

8 weeks

12 weeks total
(occcurs in parallel)

Time

At the start of the engagement, it would be crucial to agree and define the business
value hypothesis.
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4-Step Journey
We recommend a 4 step approach to implementing this solution. Since individual
banking specifications vary, we assess the requirements, and more importantly
the data availability and the usability, to implement the solution.

1. Assessment
• Needs prioritization: As-Is and To-Be customer engagement approaches and
opportunity identification, including KPI definition.
• Data assessment: Data inventory and data quality. Identify data gaps relative to the
assumed model requirements.
• Infrastructure readiness: Assess the data and infrastructure requirement, availability,
and readiness to enable setting up the POC development.

2. Realization Roadmap
It is important to identify the facet of the model that would need to be prioritized for
implementation and to develop the execution roadmap.
• Use case prioritization: Prioritize use-cases based on initial assessment and client
feedback.
• Execution roadmap: Roadmap of product development.
• Business case: Identify opportunities to maximize business value and insights / build
business case around prioritized use-cases.
• Reference architecture: Architecture for deploying insights efficiently at scale, aligned
to overall roadmap.

3. AI POC
We work with banks collaboratively to tune ADVISOR’s basic models to ensure it is
relevant and applicable within the context of the bank.
• Model tuning: Optimize propensity scores, prediction models, classification models,
and recommendation engine.
• Best model: Model performance and accuracy scores.
• POC outcome: Results of the data science work, interpretation, improvement
opportunities, and business value.

4. Scale
Scaled implementation would require a more detailed planning, leveraging learnings
from the POC phase.
• Data engineering: Data ingestion, handling data feeds and build data pipelines.
• DevOps: Model testing, model release process, UAT.
• Launch planning and monitoring: Governance and performance reporting.
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CONCLUSION
There is a great opportunity for banks to leverage the growing
maturity of AI / ML models and their rich repository of
customer and transaction data, helping to better understand
their customers and drive proactive relationship management.
ADVISOR’s Intelligent Co-Piloting approach offers banks the
opportunity to accelerate their ability to harness the power of
their data to gain unique insights into their customer base,
driving higher retention and share of wallet growth.
Please do contact us to for a detailed discussion on the
solution capabilities and a demonstration of the tool and how
we can add value to you.
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MEET THE EXPERTS
“The
lines
betw
een
digita
l and
physi
cal
retail
will
conti
nue
to
blur”
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